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Welcome

Congratulations on your purchase of a mountain buggy.

We know how precious and inspiring a new little person can be in your world. 
It’s so important to be able to show your baby to the world and just as important 
to show the world to your baby.

At Mountain Buggy you and your baby matter to us. That’s why we have spent 
years researching and developing a product that is safe, comfortable and in tune 
with modern parents’ needs. We want you to be able to live your new family 
lifestyle with all the freedom and satisfaction you have always experienced.

Please take the time to read through this manual carefully. Your mountain buggy 
will provide you with optimum safety if you follow the instructions as detailed.

If you have any concerns, questions or comments about your mountain buggy 
or how to use it, please do not hesitate to contact us. We’d love to hear from you.
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Important: read instructions carefully, follow them strictly and keep this booklet for 
future reference. Your child’s safety is your responsibility.

 Capacity

•	 urban	jungle,	swift,	duo	and	terrain	seat	is	suitable	for	children	from	
newborn up to 6 years.

•	 For	use	with	a	newborn	(0-6	months)	the	seat	should	be	reclined	fully.	
•	 Other	newborn	options	include:
 1. mountain buggy® carrycot 
 2. mountain buggy® travel system 
•	 Maximum	seat	loading	for	swift,	urban	jungle	and	terrain	is	35kg/77lb,	and	

25kg/55lb	per	seat	on	duo.	This	seat	is	for	a	child	of	100cm/39.4”maximum	
height.	Maximum	loading	for	the	storage	basket	is	5kg/11lb.	

 Important Use Information

•	 Never	leave	your	child	unattended.
•	 Ensure	that	all	locking	devices	are	engaged	before	use.
•	 This	buggy	is	designed	for	one	child	in	each	seat.
•	 Passenger	should	remain	seated	(no	standing	in	the	buggy).
•	 To	prevent	the	buggy	from	becoming	unstable,	do	not	place	parcels	

or accessory items anywhere except in the storage basket and pockets 
provided. Do not hang items such as shopping bags from the frame.

•	 Overloading	and	incorrect	folding	may	damage	or	break	this	buggy.
•	 Accessories	or	replacement	parts	that	are	not	approved	by	the	manufacturer	

or distributor should not be used.
•	 Excessive	weight	may	create	hazardous	unstable	conditions.

Do not use buggy on travelators or escalators.•	
•	 Do	not	use	near	an	open	fire	or	exposed	flame.

FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR PRECIOUS PASSENGER, PLEASE READ THESE 
WARNINGS BEFORE USING YOUR MOUNTAIN BUGGY.
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Erecting and Folding the Buggy

Folding your buggy
1.	 Fold	handle	adjuster	under.

2. Push sunhood back.

3.	 Ensure	front	wheel(s)	are	unlocked	and	rotated	
forward before folding.

4.	 Flick	the	sliding	lock	guard	out	and	pull	up	the	sliding	
lock on both sides of the foot rest.

Putting up your buggy 
When	you	first	receive	your	buggy,	remove	it	from	the	box	
and the plastic outer wrapping.

Dispose of plastic wrapping safely to avoid a child suffocating.

1. Grip buggy above hinge joints, and lift.

2. Place pressure on foot rest to ensure sliding locks are 
fully engaged.

3.	 Clip	sunhood	onto	the	buggy	frame.	

WARNING: Ensure	that	all	locking	devices	 
are engaged before use.
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Front Wheel Assembly
1. Holding both knobs at the same time, unscrew and 

pull out the front axle.

2. Insert the front wheel.

3.	 Re-insert	the	axle	and	tighten	both	knobs	by	hand	
to secure wheel in place.

To remove
Repeat	above	in	reverse.

Tracking device (terrain only)
1. Swivel front wheel straight ahead in the lock 

forward position.

2. Loosen knobs on both sides of front wheel.

3.	 Move	tracking	adjustor	forward	or	backward	to	
adjust wheel position, so it runs in a straight line. 

4.	 Tighten	knobs	to	secure	the	front	wheel	in	place.

Rear Wheel Assembly
1.	 swift,	urban	jungle	and	terrain	with	push-in	axle:

	 •	 Push	forward	on	the	grey	axle	release	tab	and							
 push the axles out slightly and release the tab.

	 •	 Push	the	axle	out	further	until	you	hear	a	click.

2. all buggies:

	 •	 Slide	wheels		(with	brake	cog	facing	inwards)		
 onto the axles.

	 •	 Push	each	wheel	on	until	it	clicks	into	place.		
 Pull on the wheel to ensure it is secure.

To remove
Depress quick release clip and slide wheel off axles. swift, 
urban jungle and terrain axles can be pushed in to reduce 
the	total	folded	size.	Push	the	axle	release	tab	and	push	the	
axles in until they click into place.

Wheel Assembly

axle

tracking
adjustor
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Front Swivel Wheel
Locking the front swivel wheel is recommended for use on

uneven ground.

To lock   Pull knob out and turn it so the ‘locked’ symbol is at  
	 the	top	then	swivel	front	wheel(s)	under	buggy		
 until it locks into place.

To unlock  Pull	knob	out	and	turn	it	1/4	of	a	turn	so	the		
 ‘unlocked’ symbol is at the top.

To lock forward (terrain only) 

Pull knob out and turn it so  the ‘locked’ symbol is at the top then 

swivel front  wheel straight ahead, away from the buggy, until it  

locks into place.

knob

It is important to put the park brake on whenever you park 
the	buggy.	Ensure	it	is	on	when	putting	your	child	in	or	taking	
your child out of the buggy.

Park Brake

To release
Lift park brake lever completely up.

To apply
Push park brake lever completely down. brake lever

Hand Brake (terrain only)
To brake, apply pressure on the hand lever.  If the buggy isn’t 
stopping in a straight line, there is an adjustor on both wheels.  
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Safety Wrist Strap

Bumper Bar

Use	the	safety	wrist	strap	in	all	situations.	Ensure	that	the	
loop of the strap is located around the wrist of the person 
pushing the buggy.

Care should be taken if the buggy is used down hills  
or in strong winds.

wrist strap

Seat Recline

The seat back can be reclined to any position between the 
upright and fully reclined positions.

To recline
Pull on the buckles to slide the straps through the buckles 
and recline the seat.

To raise
Pull straps through the buckles to raise the seat angle.

buckles

strap

To attach
1. Pull  fabric back between hinge joint and sunhood 

lug to expose part of the frame.

2.	 Fit	snap-lock	of	bumper	bar	to	frame.

3.	 Close	locks	on	both	sides	to	securely	lock	onto	frame.

WARNING: The bumper bar does not  
replace safety harness. Secure infant  
in safety harness at all times. Do not use 
the bumper bar as a carrying handle.
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To fasten
Clip shoulder strap buckle ends into crotch plate.

To release
Press	red	buttons	(if	present	on	your	model)	and	squeeze	tabs	
on either side of crotch plate to release shoulder straps. 

To adjust shoulder straps height
1. Locate buckle by slipping hand up the inside back of 

the seat.

2. Push the rectangular shaped buckle through the 
insertion slot on an angle, pushing the corner of the 
buckle	first.

3.	 Re-thread	the	corner	of	the	buckle	through	the	most	
suitable height insertion slot for your child.

4.	 Once	the	buckle	is	through	the	slot,	twist	it	so	it	is	flat	
against the seat back and then check it is secure by 
pulling on strap.

*	 For	newer	versions,	twist	and	push	up	/down	the		
slider to the suitable height for your child.

To adjust harness length
Locate buckles inside shoulder pads and lift buckle up. 

•	 Pull	harness	straps	to	lengthen	harness

•	 Pull	strap	ends	to	shorten	harness

The buggy comes with the shoulder straps set to newborn position. Shoulder strap height should 
be located just below or level with a child’s shoulders. The older the child, the further up the seat the 
straps need to be.

red buttons

squeeze

WARNING: Use this harness at all times.           
When not in use, disconnect shoulder 
straps	from	the	waist	strap	and/or	buckle	
as	they	may	be	a	strangulation	hazard.

Safety Harness

*
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Removing Seat and Sunhood

Sunhood removal
1. Detach sunhood from sunhood lugs on either side 

of buggy frame.

2. Unfasten sunhood domes that attach the sunhood 
to buggy frame and to buggy seat back.

To refit sunhood
Follow	removal	instructions	in	reverse.

sunhood 
lug

sunhood 
clip

Seat removal

1.	 Unfasten	seat	domes	from	frame	along	side	tubes	(4	
domes	each	side).

2. Unfasten strap underneath seat and those attached 
to	frame	(1	strap	each	side).

3.	 Unfasten	the	domes	which	fasten	the	sunhood	and	
seat together.

To refit seat
Follow	removal	instructions	in	reverse.	Ensure	fabric	is

domed	OVER	frame.
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Regular	maintenance	is	needed	to	keep	the	buggy	working	effectively	and	safely.

Cleaning
Fabric

The fabric should be cleaned regularly. Brush off any excessive dirt or sand and rinse with lukewarm 
water.	Fabric	can	be	removed	and	washed	by	hand	using	a	mild	natural	soap	solution	in	lukewarm	

water	(no	more	than	38°C/100°F).	Rinse	thoroughly.	DO	NOT	tumble	dry	or	dry	in	strong	sunlight.
To avoid fabric fading, cover the buggy if it is exposed to direct sunlight through glass e.g. in a car or if 
stored in exposed areas.

Frame

If the buggy is used in exposed environments such as salt water, salt spray or beach sand, wash any 
steel parts of the buggy by hosing the buggy or use warm soapy water, dry thoroughly and protect by 
spraying	with	light	aerosol	can	oil,	eg	WD40®	or	CRC®.

Storage
Store	buggy	inside	in	a	dry	place	but	away	from	central	heating	units/radiators	and	do	not	store	in	
airing	or	hotwater	cupboards.	Fabric	may	develop	mould	or	mildew		if	stored	in	humid	or	damp	
conditions.

Tyres/Tubes
If a puncture occurs the inner tube can be repaired with a bicycle repair kit, or replaced. •	

If tread becomes worn the tyre should be replaced. Contact your local dealer, or most cycle •	
stores have tubes and repair kits.

Inflate	tyres	to	pressure	of	20psi	(140KPa).	Do	not	exceed	30psi	(210KPa).•	

Handlebar Grip
Take care to protect the handlebar grip from abrasion or sharp
objects. Your local dealer can arrange replacement grips and 
instructions if required.

Brake
The brake should be lubricated regularly to maintain 
optimum operation. It may require extra lubrication if it is 
difficult to operate.

Buggy Care

lubricate 
this 
surface
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Transporting your buggy
A special locking strap is located on the cross brace bar, or for the swift on the handlebar. Wrap this

strap around the axle and then clip fasteners together to secure buggy closed when folded.

Tyre Pump
To use a pump, remove the connection hose and attach relevant ends to top of pump and wheel valve. 

Do	not	overtighten.	Ensure	there	is	no	tension	on	the	connection	hose	while	inflating	tyre.

Protective Covers 

Sun 

Zip the sun cover to the buggy sunhood and fasten the 

toggles to the sides and attach the strap under the foot plate. 

Note:	duo	sun	cover	fastens	over	the	sunhood.

Storm 
Fit	the	cover	over	the	sunhood	and	fasten	the	toggles	to	the	

top and sides, and attach the strap under the foot plate.

Important

•	 Remove	the	storm	or	sun	cover	before	folding	the	buggy

  to avoid damage.

•	 Remember	not	to	leave	the	storm	cover	on	in	warm	

 conditions, and check your child’s comfort frequently.

• Always check your child to make sure they are not 

 overheating.

strap

strap

Top Tips

Handbrake Care (terrain only)
As the brake wears you can adjust it by unscrewing the 
locking collar and winding out the brake adjustor until brake 
tension is correct. Then rewind locking collar back in.

Brakepads (terrain only)
If the brakes start making scrapping noises then check brake 
pads are not worn.

locking collar brake
adjustor

brake
pad
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Mountain Buggy World Warranty

Our	products	are	warranted	against	defects	in	materials	and	workmanship	for	one	year	from	the	date	
of purchase. If the product has a manufacturing fault we will repair it free of charge. If not practical to 
repair it, we will, at our discretion, replace the part in question. If the product fails due to wear and tear, 
accident, neglect or negligence, or is outside the warranty, we will happily repair it for a reasonable 
charge.*

Who is covered? 
The original purchaser buying product from an authorised dealer in the same country as the purchaser. 
Proof of purchase is required.

What is covered? 
Workmanship or materials that are deemed by us to be faulty, providing the product has at all times 
been used in normal conditions in accordance with instructions, and has been properly maintained.

What is not covered? 
Second	hand	product,	modified	product,	poorly	maintained	product,	normal	wear,	fading	and	fabric	cuts,	
improper	use	(by	way	of	example):	abnormal	use;	not	following	instructions;	damage	caused	by	exposure	to	
excessive	heat;	punctures;	over	inflation	of	tyres;	child	left	unattended;	excessive	load;	transport	damage	
i.e. airline or freight damage.

Customer costs within warranty 
The customer is responsible for any inwards freight charge to return the product to the manufacturer 
or	its	representative	for	warranty	and/or	service.

Customer costs outside warranty 
Where proof of purchase is not provided or the product is outside of the one year warranty period, the 
manufacturer	(or	agent)	reserves	the	right	to	charge	a	service	fee	and/or	charge	for	parts	replaced/
repaired. A return freight charge will also apply.

Exclusions
Any consequential loss or damage to any person or property directly or indirectly as a result of using 
the product.

Who do I contact? 
Consult the warranty section of the Mountain Buggy website  
(www.mountainbuggy.com/warranty)	which	guides	you	through	the	warranty	claim	process.	

Note:	you	will	need	to	provide	proof	of	purchase.

Register product
Please register your product online by visiting www.mountainbuggy.com

*Consumers may have extra rights in some countries or states.
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Parts of the Buggy Frame

Note: Diagram is urban jungle model *Points to lubricate periodically

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
17
18

19
20

21

1. Handlebar

2. Handle Adjuster

3.	Cross	brace	bar

4.	Side	tube

5.	Brake	lever

6. Brake cog

7.	Brake	Cam*

8.	Rear	axle

9.	Rear	wheel

10.	Quick	release	clip

11. Base tube

12. Sunhood lugs

13.	Down	tube

14.	Hinge	joint

15.	Sliding	lock*

16. Secondary lock

17.	Riser	plate

18.	Foot	rest

19.	Swivel	knob

20.	Front	wheel	swivel*

21.	Front	wheel
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ESSENTIAL  WARNINGS

WARNING
IMPORTANT	–	READ	THE	INSTRUCTIONS	CAREFULLY	BEFORE	USE	AND	KEEP	
THEM	FOR	FUTURE	REFERENCE.	YOUR	CHILD’S	SAFETY	MAY	BE	AFFECTED	IF	
YOU	DO	NOT	FOLLOW	THESE	INSTRUCTIONS.

American Safety Standard (ASTM:F833-08/10) states:

WARNING
Never	leave	your	child	unattended.

WARNING
Always use the safety harness to avoid serious injury from falling or sliding 
out.	Always	secure	all	safety	harness	straps	and	ensure	its	correctly	fitted	and	
adjusted	to	secure	the	child	firmly.	

European Safety Standard (EN 1888:2005) states:

WARNING
It may be dangerour to leave your child unattended.

WARNING
Ensure	that	all	locking	devices	are	engaged	before	use.

WARNING
Use a harness as soon as your child can sit unaided.

WARNING
Put on all brakes whenever you park the buggy and whenever you are 
loading and unloading children.

WARNING
Any load attached to the handle affects the stability of the stroller.

WARNING
Check that the pram body or seat unit attachment devices are correctly 
engaged before use.
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ESSENTIAL WARNINGS

WARNING
This product is not suitable for running or skating.

Australia/New Zealand Safety Standard (AS/NZS:2088:2009+CPN8) states:

WARNING
To avoid injury or death:
Always apply the breaks whenever the stroller is stationary.

Do not leave children unattended.•	
Secure the child in the harness at all times.•	
Do not carry extra children or bags on this stroller.•	
Make sure children are clear of any moving parts if you adjust the stroller. •	

WARNING
It is unsafe to use accesories other than those approved by the vehicles 
manufacturer.

WARNING
The buggy should not be used unassisted on stairs or escalators. 

WARNING
Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. Always use seat belt.

Canadian Safety Standard (SOR/85-379) states:

WARNING
Never	leave	your	child	unattended	in	the	stroller.

WARNING
The buggy may become unstable if the recommended load is exceeded.

WARNING
Take	care	when	folding	or	unfolding	the	buggy	to	prevent	your	fingers	being	
entrapped.


